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Abstract
If a graph G is decomposed into m 2-factors, then an orthogonal matching is a matching
M in G which contains exactly one edge from each 2-factor. It has been conjectured that any
2-factorization of any graph has an orthogonal matching. We prove this conjecture under the
additional assumption that G has at least 3m− 2 vertices.
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1. Introduction
Suppose G is a 2m-regular graph and {F1; F2; : : : ; Fm} is a 2-factorization of G. An
orthogonal matching M to this 2-factorization is a matching M which contains precisely
one edge from each 2-factor. The question of whether an orthogonal matching always
exists was posed by Alspach [1]. Let n be the number of vertices of G. An easy
counting argument shows that if n¿ 4m− 3, then an orthogonal matching exists. This
bound was improved slightly by Liu, who showed that if n¿ 4m−5, then an orthogonal
matching exists [2]. Kouider and Sotteau [4] improved this bound more dramatically
be showing that if n¿ 71m=22, then an orthogonal matching exists. The purpose of
this note is to further improve the bound to n¿ 3m− 2.
The proof given in [4] is basically an augmentation argument. Beginning with a
partial matching, the authors construct chains of potential modi@cations and show that
if no augmentation works, then n6 (71m− 2)=22. They further show that using their
method of proof, the upper bound cannot be improved beyond n¿ 3:2m. Our method
of proof will be diBerent. We will allow a larger object than an orthogonal matching
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and assume that it is maximal under very simple operations. From this we will derive
our bounds.
Other partial results on the existence of orthogonal matchings are worth noting.
Anstee and Caccetta [3] showed there is always a matching with m− m2=3 edges (for
large m) orthogonal to the given 2-factorization. (Anstee and Caccetta further show
that if G is km-regular, k¿ 3, and a k-factorization is given, then there is a matching
orthogonal to this k-factorization.) Stong [6, Proposition 3] proved that one can choose
one edge from each 2-factor in such a way that each component of the union is either
an edge or a 2-path. This result was rediscovered by ISajna [5], who further showed that
the number of 2-paths may be taken to be at most min
{
2
5m;max
{
4
15m+
8
15 ; 2
√
m
}}
.
2. The theorem
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a 2m-regular graph with n vertices and a 2-factorization
{F1; F2; : : : ; Fm}. If n¿ 3m− 2, then there is an orthogonal matching M .
Proof. Suppose on the contrary there is no orthogonal matching. De@ne an orthogonal
collection C to the 2-factorization {F1; F2; : : : ; Fm} to be a collection of edges of G
such that
(1) No two edges of C in diBerent 2-factors are adjacent, and
(2) For each 2-factor Fi; C ∩Fi is either empty, one edge, a 2-path, two non-adjacent
edges or a 3-path.
To any orthogonal collection C we can associate a large number of parameters and
distinguished subgraphs of G. Let r be the number of 2-factors for which C ∩Fi is an
edge, and let R be the subgraph of G consisting of these r edges and the 2r vertices
incident on them. Let s be the number of 2-factors for which C ∩ Fi is a 2-path, and
let S be the subgraph of G consisting of these 2-paths and the 3s vertices incident on
them. Partition the vertices of S into parts letting Sc denote the s vertices which are
the centers of the 2-paths and Sp denote the 2s vertices which are at the periphery of
the 2-paths. Let t1 be the number of 2-factors for which C ∩ Fi are two non-adjacent
edges, t2 be the number of 2-factors for which C ∩ Fi is a 3-path, and let t= t1 + t2.
Let T be the subgraph of G consisting of these non-adjacent edges and 3-paths and the
4t vertices incident on them. Let U be the set of vertices of G which are not incident
on any edge of C. Note that R, Sc, Sp, T , and U are disjoint and cover G.
Fix a 2-factor Fi such that C ∩ Fi is empty. For any subsets A and B of vertices of
G, let e(i)AB denote the number of edges of Fi which join a vertex of A to a vertex of
B. Note that we allow the possibility that A=B.
Choose an orthogonal collection to the 2-factorization which is maximal in the
following sense.
(1) r + s+ t is maximal over all orthogonal collections.
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Note that by induction on m, we may assume r + s + t=m − 1. After reordering the
2-factors, we may assume C ∩ Fm is the only empty intersection. In this case we will
denote e(m)AB by simply eAB since no confusion can arise. Further assume
(2) Among all orthogonal collections satisfying (1), t2 is maximal.
(3) Among all orthogonal collections satisfying (1) and (2), t1 is maximal.
(4) Among all orthogonal collections satisfying (1), (2) and (3), s is maximal.
(5) Among all orthogonal collections satisfying (1), (2), (3) and (4), eTT + eSpSp
is minimal.
For this maximal orthogonal collection we will consider the following 18
(non-negative) parameters: r, s, t, eRR, eRSc , eRSp , eRT , eRU , eScSc , eScSp , eScT , eScU ,
eSpSp , eSpT , eSpU , eTT , eTU , and eUU . Also de@ne a 19th parameter w to be the number
of vertices of Sc which are joined to U by two edges of Fm. There are a number of
constraints we can derive relating these parameters.
Lemma 2.2. The following constraints hold for the parameters:
(a) eSpT = eSpU = eTU = eUU =0;
(b) eSpSp6 s;
(c) eTT 6 2t;
(d) eScU + eSpSp6 s+ w;
(e) eRU 6 r;
(f) 3eRU + eRSp6 4r;
(g) eRU + eRSp + 2eSpSp6 2r + 2s.
Proof. (a) If there is any edge  of Fm joining a vertex of U to a vertex of Sp, T or
U or joining Sp to T , then we could delete the edges of C adjacent to  (which would
not produce a new empty intersection with any 2-factor) and add  to produce a new
C which contains an orthogonal matching.
(b) If Fm contains an edge  which joins vertices on the periphery of two diBerent
2-paths in S, then we may delete the two edges of C adjacent to  without producing
a new empty intersection and add . Hence, the only edges which could possibly
contribute to eSpSp are the s edges joining opposite ends of the 2-paths in S.
(c) If Fm contains an edge  which joins vertices in T on edges from diBerent
2-factors or on opposite ends of a 3-path, then again we may delete the edges of C
adjacent to  without producing a new empty intersection and add . Thus, there are
at most 4t1 + 2t2 edges available within T . Suppose Fm has 3 or 4 edges joining the
two edges of Fi ∩ C. Then Fm contains a 3-path, which uses the same 4 vertices as
Fi ∩C. This contradicts the maximality of t2. Hence, Fm uses at most 2t1 + 2t2 = 2t of
these edges.
(d) Let x be the number of vertices of Sc joined to U by an edge of Fm and recall that
w is the number of vertices of Sc joined to U by two edges of Fm. Thus, eScU =w+ x.
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If the center of a 2-path is joined to U by an edge of Fm, then Fm cannot contain
the edge joining the peripheral vertices of the 2-path (otherwise we could delete the
2-path from C and add the two edges of Fm contradicting the maximality of t1). Thus
we get the improved version of (b) eSpSp6 s− x or equivalently eScU + eSpSp6 s+ w.
(e) If Fm contains two edges joining an edge of R to U , then we may delete that
edge from C and add in the 2 edges of Fm and contradict either the maximality of t1
or s.
(f) Suppose [v; v′] is an edge of R and Fm contains edges  joining v to U and ′
joining v′ to Sp. Then we could delete [v; v′] and the edge of Sp adjacent to ′ and add
 and ′. This does not change r + s+ t but increases t1, contradicting the maximality
of t1. Thus, any edge of R contributes either 1 to eRU and at most 1 to eRSp or 0 to
eRU and at most 4 to eRSp . Hence 3eRU + eRSp6 4r.
(g) Suppose we have an edge [v; v′] in R and both v and v′ are joined to Sp by
edges [v; y] and [v′; y′] of Fm. If y and y′ lie on diBerent 2-paths of S, then we can
delete [v; v′] and the edges of C incident on y and y′ and add [v; y] and [v′; y′]. This
does not change r + s + t, but increases t1, contradicting the maximality of t1. As a
consequence if [v; v′] is an edge of R and is joined to Sp by 3 edges of Fm, then all
three of these endpoints have edges in the periphery of the same 2-path of S. Thus
since Fm is a 2-factor, Fm cannot contain the edge joining the peripheral points of this
2-path. Thus at most s− eSpSp edges of R contribute more than 2 to eRU + eRSp . Hence,
eRU + eRSp + 2eSpSp6 2r + 2s.
Lemma 2.3. (a) 42eRR + eRSc + eRSp + eRT + eRU =4r.
(b) eRSc + 2eScSc + eScSp + eScT + eScU =2s.
(c) eRSp + eScSp + 2eSpSp = 4s.
(d) eRT + eScT + 2eTT =8t.
Proof. Count pairs (v; ) where v is a vertex of R, Sc, Sp, or T , respectively, and  is
an edge of Fm incident on v in two diBerent ways.
Lemma 2.4. eSpSp + eTT 6 (4t + s− w)=(eRU + w + 1).
Proof. From the arguments given in the proof of Lemma 1(c) and (d) we see that
there are at most 4t edges which could be in Fm and contribute to eTT , and that there
are at most s−w edges in Fm that could contribute to eSpSp . However, there are some
simple swaps which can change which 2-factor is missing from C and these edges
must be shared.
If Fi ∩ C is one edge [v; v′], and there is an edge [v; v′′] in Fm with v′′ ∈U , then
we can trade [v; v′] for [v; v′′]. The result will be a new orthogonal collection, with the
same values of r, s, t1 and t2 but with Fi as the missing 2-factor instead of Fm. Note
that if [y; y′]∪ [y′; y′′] is a 2-path in S and y′ is joined by two edges [y′; z] and [y′; z′]
of Fm to U , then Fi cannot contain [y; y′′]. Otherwise, we could delete [y; y′]∪ [y′; y′′]
from C and add in [y′; z]; [y′; z′], and [y; y′′] contradicting the maximality of t1. Thus
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Fi has available the same 4t edges for eTT and the same s− w edges for eSpSp . There
are eRU 2-factors Fi on which this argument can be applied.
If Fi∩C is [v; v′]∪ [v′; v′′], and there are two edges [v′; y] and [v′; y′] with y; y′ ∈U ,
then we can trade [v; v′]∪[v′; v′′] for [y; v′]∪[v′; y′]. The result will be a new orthogonal
collection, with the same values of r, s, t1 and t2 but with Fi as the missing 2-factor
instead of Fm. Note that Fi has available the same 4t edges for eTT and the same s−w
edges for eSpSp . The @rst part of this claim is obvious since T has not been modi@ed.
For the other 2-paths in S, delete [v′; v′′] and apply the argument above. Finally, by
the maximality of t1, Fi cannot contain [y; y′]. There are w 2-factors Fi on which this
argument can be applied.
Thus, there are 4t + s − w edges which are available for eSpSp + eTT and eRU +
w + 1 2-factors which could be swapped to be the last one. By condition (5) in the
de@nition of a maximal orthogonal collection, we have eSpSp + eTT 6 (4t + s − w)=
(eRU + w + 1).
More inequalities of this sort can be derived but these will suLce. Notice that except
for the inequality in Lemma 3 our inequalities are all linear. This last inequality can
be made more linear if we de@ne q= eSpSp + eTT and write it as qeRU +(q+1)w+q6
4t + s. Thus we are faced with a 1-parameter family of linear programming problems,
maximize
n= eRR + eRSc + eRSp + eRT + eRU + eScSc + eScSp + eScT + eScU + eSpSp + eTT
subject to the constraint above. Note that
n = 3(m− 1) + 1
2
eSpSp +
1
4
eTT + 3(r + s+ t − (m− 1))
+
3
8
(eRT + eScT + 2eTT − 8t) + (eRSc + 2eScSc + eScSp + eScT + eScU − 2s)
+
1
4
(eRSp + eScSp + 2eSpSp − 4s) +
5
8
(2eRR + eRSc + eRSp + eRT + eRU − 4r)
+
1
8
(3eRU +eRSp−4r)−
1
4
eRR− 58 eRSc−eScSc−
1
4
eScSp−
3
8
eScT
6 3(m− 1) + 1
2
q:
The inequality follows since the last six terms in the sum are non-positive and the @ve
terms before that are 0. Thus if q=0, we have n6 3(m− 1). Also note that
n = 3(m− 1) + 1
4
+
q− 1
4
(1− eRU − w) + 3(r + s+ t − (m− 1))
+
1
4
(eRT + eScT + 2eTT − 8t) +
3
4
(eRSc + 2eScSc + eScSp + eScT + eScU − 2s)
+
1
4
(eRSp + eScSp + 2eSpSp − 4s) +
3
4
(2eRR + eRSc + eRSp + eRT + eRU − 4r)
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+
1
2
(eSpSp + eTT − q) +
1
4
(eScU + eSpSp − s− w)
+
1
4
(qeRU+(q+ 1)w+q−4t−s)− 12 eRR −
1
2
eRSc −
1
2
eScSc −
1
4
eSpSp −
1
4
w:
6 3(m− 1) + 1
4
+
q− 1
4
(1− eRU − w):
The inequality follows as above since the last 7 terms are non-positive and the 6 terms
before that are 0. Thus if q¿ 1 and eRU + w¿ 1, then n6 3(m − 1) + 1=4. Since n
is an integer, we in fact get n6 3(m− 1). Also note that
n = 3(m− 1) + 1
4
eRU +
1
2
w + 3(r + s+ t − (m− 1))
+
1
4
(eRT + eScT + 2eTT − 8t) +
3
4
(eRSc + 2eScSc + eScSp + eScT + eScU − 2s)
+
1
4
(eRSp + eScSp + 2eSpSp − 4s) +
3
4
(2eRR + eRSc + eRSp + eRT + eRU − 4r)
+
1
2
(eScU + eSpSp − s− w) +
1
2
(eTT − 2t)− 12 eRR −
1
2
eRSc −
1
2
eScSc −
1
4
eScU
6 3(m− 1) + 1
4
eRU +
1
2
w:
Thus if eRU +w=0, then n6 3(m− 1). Between them these three equations cover all
the cases and hence we conclude that n6 3(m− 1). This completes the proof.
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